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ABOUT US

We have 22 Years experience in supplying design, 
exhibition, POS and wide format print to a wide 

range of clients.

Whatever your requirements, we know that our 
incredible team have the knowledge and resources 

to deliver on time!



CONSULTANCY DESIGN PRODUCTION INSTALLATION RECYCLE

OUR SERVICES



From custom exhibition designs to simple shell scheme 
makeovers, we encourage our clients to make sustainable 
choices when they choose to exhibit and can provide a 
range of cardboard, textile and PVC free materials to 
achieve this goal without compromising on the final finish.

Our expert team of designers, project managers and 
installers will ensure you are ready to exhibit.

EXHIBITION SERVICES 



RECYCLABLE DISPLAYS ECO-DISPLAY WALL

The Eco Display Wall is a scalable, portable and sustainable 
product which instantly transforms event spaces.

Using a specialized EB fluted cardboard which is made from 
85% recycled content is 100% recyclable at the of the 
products life. In addition, we print using our state-of-the-art 
UV printer ensuring that there is minimal carbon 
expenditure throughout the production process.

This product can be a direct replacement to shell-scheme 
systems while providing exhibitors with a large blank 
canvas. It is re-usable, recyclable and re-configurable 
allowing for you to get the most out of your investment.



Our Eco Bannerstands are the perfect sustainable 
replacement for your roller banner stands. Made from E 
Fluted cardboard, designed to be completely freestanding 
with a double sided print.

This product is also made from 85% recycled content and is 
100% recyclable. It can be assembled in 2 minutes, portable 
using our carry cases and can also be configured to 
multiple designs!

See these examples below:

RECYCLABLE DISPLAYSECO-BANNERSTAND

OPTION 1  OPTION 2  OPTION 3  OPTION 4  OPTION 5



OUR MATERIALS

PVC FREE TEXTILECARDBOARD



BESPOKE PROJECTS

STRIDE TREGLOWN 

A custom made cardboard sofa and 
structural cardboard wall to fill a small 
exhibition space 

An intricate window display made up 
of giant 3D objects, vinyl, cardboard 
props and stage displays

Viridian exhibition at NOPE 2023, this 
stand consisted of a large cardboard 
throne and furniture to fill the large 
exhibition space

VIRIDIANMAD RIVER - BRINDISA



OTHER PROJECTS

MARS THE NATIONAL TRUST SOIL ASSOCIATION



OTHER PROJECTS

VIRIDIAN CLIMATE CHANGE MEDIA THE WOODLAND TRUST



OTHER PROJECTS

AHMAD TEAS UNILEVER KALLO FOODS



OTHER PROJECTS

THE HUMMINGBIRD FRUGI CLIPPER TEAS



OTHER CLIENTS WE WORK WITH


